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Introduction



Higgs boson has 
been discovered!



Higgs boson mass

Higgs boson mass ~125GeV



tanb=20
J.L. Feng, P. Kant, S. 

Profumo and D. Sanford, 
1306.2318

O(αt αS2)
@3-loop

heavy stop(3-4TeV) can be 
consistent with the observation

The H3m error corresponds to change of the renormalization scale from Ms/2 to 2Ms
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Light Higgsino Fine-tuning problem
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If the model has a focus point behavior

The Higgsino of O(100)GeV can be observed

Focus point in gaugino mediation
But what if the fine-tuning 
problem is not a problem!

The observed anomaly can 
be a guiding principle!



SM value

>3σ deviation 
from SM 
prediction!

Muon g-2 anomaly

[Hagiwara, Liao, Martin, Nomura, Teubner, J.Phys. G38 (2011) 085003]



What is a expected NP mass scale to 
explain the muon g-2 ?



What is a expected NP mass scale to 
explain the muon g-2 ?

New 
coupling

Mass scale 
of new physics

We need O(100)GeV new particles.
Accessible at the ILC!



SM value

>3σ deviation 
from SM 
prediction!

Muon g-2 anomaly

light non-colored 
SUSY particle can 

explain this deviation

[Hagiwara, Liao, Martin, Nomura, Teubner, J.Phys. G38 (2011) 085003]

e.g,



slepton sector

squark sector

We can not take them to be light without thinking

Sever constraints from flavor 
violating processes
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slepton sector

squark sector

We can not take them to be light without thinking

Sever constraints from flavor 
violating processes

~10TeV for O(1) mixing

~1000TeV! for O(1) mixing

CPV in K K bar mixing
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What we should do?
heavy colored 
SUSY particles

Higgs boson 
mass~125GeV

Anomaly of 
the muon g-2

light non-colored 
SUSY particles

answer: colored and non-colored mass 
splitting in gauge mediation

FCNC should be avoided



Our model
Adjoint messenger gauge mediation model



Adjoint Messenger Model

No hyper charge

To give masses to right handed sleptons/bino

Octet/triplet messenger does not give masses 
to the bino and right handed sleptons.



Gauge Coupling Unification
With MSSM matter contents, gauge coupling 

unification is satisfied. (Of course!)

Even if we include color octet and SU(2) 
triplet, the gauge coupling unified non-trivially

:SU(3) octet :SU(2) triplet



Renormalization group equations change

This part

@1-loop level



color octet

SU(2) triplet

Two-loop RGE analysis



color octet

SU(2) triplet

Two-loop RGE analysis

M3 and M8 are the 
same order!



Adjoint Messenger Model

No hyper charge

To give masses to right handed sleptons/bino

Octet/triplet messenger does not give masses 
to the bino and right handed sleptons.
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Gaugino mass
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Definition



Gaugino mass

Sfermion mass

Definition

Bino contributions are important



Results



mstop~

This region is 
consistent with 

observed Higgs bosn

@3-loop with
H3m



g-2 2σg-2 1σ

chargino mass Left-handed 
slepton mass

The stau NLSP needs to be heavier than 340GeV
[g-2: FeynHiggs]
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g-2 2σg-2 1σ

chargino mass Left-handed 
slepton mass

The stau NLSP needs to be heavier than 340GeV
[g-2: FeynHiggs]



(tau dominated)

LHC results constrain on the electroweak 
production modes quite severely

Some of the parameter space is exclude already
           

sleptons

Wino

(vacuum stability bound of the stau is OK!)



ILC!



Comments on Cosmology

Gravitino problem



Thermally produced NLSP decays into the 
gravitino and a SM particle

e.g.
bino -> photon or Z + gravitino

If the NLSP decays during/after the BBN era 
(~0.01s-100s), the successful BBN 

prediction may be destroyed!



Life-time of NLSP
Bino:

~100s for 150GeV Bino and 
0.1GeV gravitino

cτ~ 1010 m Stable at the collider scale



The BBN prediction constrains the 
abundance of the NLSP and the 

gravitino mass

Roughly, if the gravitino mass is 
larger than about 0.1GeV, then it 

becomes problematic.



The gravitino 
abundance from the 

NLSP decay

[Kawasaki, Kohri, Moroi, 
Yotsuyanagi, 2008]



The gravitino 
abundance from the 

NLSP decay

[Kawasaki, Kohri, Moroi, 
Yotsuyanagi, 2008]

our model



Summary

Light sleptons can be observed at 
the ILC!

Only few viable models can explain 
Higgs boson mass, muon g-2 

anomaly, LHC results

Consistent with cosmological 
gravitino problem


